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Abstract

Pt

- total thruster input power

The operating characteristics of the experimental
model D-100 of double-stage anode layer thruster on
inert gases developed in TsNIIMASH are described.
The main attention was concentrated on lowering of
discharge loss for ion production in a first stage of
thruster with a view to improve total thruster
efficiency for 2000 - 4000 s specific impuls region.

e

- absolute electronic charge

Va

- acceleration discharge voltage

Vd

- discharge voltage (1 stage)

ve

- electron velosity

At stationary input power from 6 up to 15 kW the
following characteristics are obtained:

vi

- ion velosity

for xenon - Isp - 2500 - 4250 s
at thruster efficiency

- vacuum pressure
t - 0,67 - 0,75;

for krypton - Isp = 2800 - 3900 s
at t - 0,5 4 - 0,62;
forargon - Isp - 3000 - 4400s
at ,t - 0,32 - 0,44.

st

- total thruster efficiency

A

- atomic weight

jo

- neutral equivalent current density

< cr Ve > no -ionization

Experimentally simple dependences
acknowledged, which allowing relationship between
the working characteristics of thruster and the
change of propellant type.

cross section

vo

- e-n collision frequency

vi

- ionization frequency
Introduction

Nomenclature
B

= magnetic field, strength

E

= electric field

An ever-increasing proportion of electric
propulsion research publications is devoted to
technology of closed drift thrusters [1, 2, 3 ].

F

- thrust

As a rule, the main attention is devoted to the use
of small-power thrusters for low earth orbit satellites.

Isp

- specific impulse

Ja

- acceleration discharge current

Jd

- discharge current (1 stage)

m

= propellant flow rate

mi

- ion mass

no

- neutral density

ne

- electron density

In more remote outlook a number of interesting
transport tasks can be practically solved by means of
these thrusters.
As an example, the process of Moon tug
untwisting within the Earth gravity field can be
considered.
In order to reduce the time of flight through the
radiation belts it is reasonable to use electric
propulsion system, allowing the maximum thrust
augmentation with the power consumption present
level keeping at the spiral segment of spacecraft flight
out of the Earth gravity sphere.
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Then, in district of direct flight to the Moon it is
more convenient to increase the specific impulse with
the corresponding decreasing of thrust. Generally, it
is reliable, if used thruster provides the possibility to
change the thrust and exhaust velosity in a few times
without noticeable losses of total efficiency.

precisely, minimal level of discharge voltage,
required for effective ion production, increases
continually as ionization potential increases [5 ]. In
accordance with this data, the value Vd for Xenon
was 350-450 V and the discharge current in 1 stage
unlarged ion beam current Iain 1,5 - 2 times.

It should be noted thet, probably, no one of
existing thrusters can provide the performances
mentioned above. But Anode layer thruster of
double-stage type is seemed to be an exception.

Because, generally the total engine efficiency can
be expressed as
1
( +

The double-stage Anode Layer Thruster (ALT)
represents one of closed drift thruster major
modifications.

d

d /

a

d)

it should be clear, that it is practically impossible
to reach the efficiency more than 0,5 at Va < 1 kV. As
for krypton and argon, their applicatiion as
propellants for aforesaid conditions appair to be
unuseful.

The additional disharge chamber (first stage, ion
source), using for preliminary propellant ionization
is the structural feature of this thruster type. The
ions formed in first stage eventually accelerates in
closed Hall-current discharge (second stage).

In all examples of double-stage ALT previously
examined in detail on xenon, the usual magnetic
field distribution along the thruster channel is
preferred (see Fig. 3). In these constructions the first
stage resided into area of a strong magnetic field. In
spite of all this the value B in ion production region
fully defined by flank dispersion with magnetic
poles, and as a rule access > 50% of B into
acceleration region, i.e. 0.4 - 0.7 kGs.

The design of reliable and effective annular ion
source with asimuthal uniformity for double-stage
thruster involves a number of difficalties [4 1.This
problem was been overcome principally as early as in
the late sixties. Yerofeev and Lyapin applied the
additional E x B - discharge as the first stage for
two-cascade anode layer accelerator [5 ]with a view
to separate functionally the ion production region
from acceleration zone. From this moment it is
generally agreed to call a thruster using two
successive Hall-current discharges in one and the
same channel as ALT double-stage type.
A long time the physical processes in ALT have
been studied with the condensed propellants such as
Bi, Cs, Cd, TI, Ba, not requiring high-duty vacuum
pumping during experiments. The attractive results
of these works have already been adequately
described and need not be mentioned.

Meanwhile for effective propellant utilization
there is not conceptual necessity in creation of strong
transverse magnetic field into first stage of thruster.
From existing theory, it is necessary to provide
the following condition:
<oi ve > no A

B

e

V

i

wherep is a special parameter, characterizing the
effectiveness of ionization [6].

It is important, however, that experiments with
inert gases on thruster usual configuration failed to
show good results in the range of specific impuls
below about 4000 s. Before proceeding with eventual
description of present paper it is the desirable to
consider the above phenomena in the next section.
General Consideration

Taking into account the usual level of current
density for reviously studied double-stage ALT o s
0,12 A/sm and strong transverse magnetic field (up
to 0,4 - 0,7 kGs) it may be presumed, that to provide
high propellant utilization efficiency it is necessary to
use self-sustaining high-voltage form of discharge in
the first stage of the thruster.

It should be noted that acceleration efficiency of a
double-stage thruster is closely linked with plasma
processes in a ion production region.

An alternative method is in use of the energy of
the back-streaming electrons for ion productiion or in
application of special electron source in first stage.

Abdukhanov was the first who has investigated
the double-stage ALT on xenon. The results of his
experiments show that discharge losses, or more

The second, too complicated way, was practically
used by Antipov and others [3, 7 ].
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In present paper the first way is considered.

A schematic representation of the D-100 ALT

As Lyapin showed [5 ], the non-self sustaining
discharge in first stage is preferable, when the
accelerating layer acts as electron emitter for ion
production region.

MAGNETIC COL
CATHODE
ANODE

Because of the necessity to minimize the losses of
acceleration efficiency and in order to reduce waste
energy it is desirable to provide the electron backflow
just from the high-voltage boundary of the second
stage, but not through all accelerating layer.

GAS
T

For reasons given above it should be clear, that
magnetic field configuration with jump of value B in
the region of boundary between ion production and
acceleration can satisfy to such different
requirements.

8

The neutral-electron collisions are the main
reason of electrons shift to anode in strong transverse
magnetic field. So, the neutral losses can be also
NSULATOR

considered during analysis of possible maintenance
mechanisms of nonself-sustaining discharge in the

first stage.

NEUTRALIZER
ELECTROSTATIC SCREEN

Fig. 1
D-100 ALT Experimental Model.

Using expression for parameter/ it is interesting
to estimate the relative change of equivalent current
density at fixed value of magnetic field strength or
difference in magnetic field for ion production region
at no = const for one and the same thruster and
different propellant type.

thruster is shown in Fig. 1.

For example, if no = const, the Bxe / BAr can be
expressed as:

BA

<
e > A ) Ar
(, 'v >A" )A"r

Xe

°

Numerical evaluation indicates a value about 3,75.
So, it is possible to receive the same expression
for other propellants
BBi: Bxe: BKr : BAr- 0,55: 1: 1,7: 3,75
or for no (in terms of jOmin ) A/sm 2
oBi : ioxe: jOKr : JAr- 0,06 :0,133 :0,226 :0,5
Fig. 2
D-100 ALT Thruster.

The experimental investigation of these simple
aforesaid suggestions is described below.

Fig. 2 shows the photo of D-100.
D-100 ALT thruster
The first stage of the thruster consists of hollow
annular anode, installed in powerful cathode block,
which is made of graphite to provide as much power
level as possible. The cathodes of the first stage also
are used as anodes for acceleration stage. The

The experimental model of double-stage thruster
was developed in TSNIIMASH in order to obtain
preliminary data for design of the universal thruster
on inert gases.
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optimized magnetic field configuration shown on Fig.

results of these experiments are shortly described
below.
Fig. 4 shows the throttling characteristics for six
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Fig. 3
Magnetic Field Distribution on Thruster
Channel.
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Fig. 4
A neutralizer can be installed on the axis of the
thruster or near the channel cut.

Throttling Characteristics
values of xenon flow rates. It is seen from Fig. 4 that
at Va = const, Vd = const the thrust is a practically
linear function of input power. The thruster is shown
to be capable of throttling range over 15: 1.

Experimental facility, Apparatus and Procedure.
100 mm - ALT thruster was tested in a lm dia. x
6m long diffusion pumped vacuum chamber. The
background pressure of (1 - 5) x 10-4 Torr was
maintaned at 4-17 mg/sec xenon flow rate during
experiment. (All data presented below are not
corrected for gases other than nitrogen as well as
additional propellant flow rate back from facility into

Fig. 5 illustrates the typical C-V curves for xenon
propellant. The dependence of discharge voltage

thruster channel.)

<

- mg/

-

The thruster was installed at the 3-axis torsion
balance used as thrust measuring system.

O

s300

4.45

5 12 A a.6o
u

The ion current density distribution across the.
ion beam was measured with moving Langmuir
probe, which was installed on special traversing
2-coordinate platform.
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The temperature of magnetic system was
determined with 8 thermo-couples buried in the
different places of thruster body.
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Operating Characteristics
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ACCELERATING VOLTAGE, V. - V

The D-100 thruster was experimentally
investigated in a wide range of working parameters in
both the single- and double-stage configuration. The
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Fig. 5
C.-V. curves, Discharge Voltage vs Accelerating
Voltage.
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optimized for condition la / Id - 1.0-1.1 is also
presented.

varied in accordance with the dependence which is
very similar to that described above.

It is clearly shown that at Va ; 500V the optimal
discharge voltage is 125-140V i.e. approximately in 3
times less than that for thruster, using usual
magnetic field configuration.

The obtained data on thrust efficiency as a
function of specific impulse for these propellants is

1.0

It is intersting that the increasing of Vd from 0 to

Xe

> 08

50 V does not result to improve thrust efficiency.

This phenomena can be attributed to the additional

0.8
.6m

discharge losses due to the unsufficient energy of
backstreaming electrons.

LU.

The Fig. 6 shows that thrust-to-power ratio can
be increased in the 75-125 V range up to maximum
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Fig. 7
Thrust Efficiency vs Specific Impulse.
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summarized on Fig. 7.
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It is suggested that relatively low thrust efficiency
for argon propellant may be caused by high ion
cost required for investigated thruster
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The operating characteristics of the experimental

Fig. 6
Thrust-to-Power Ratio vs Discharge Voltage.

model D-100 of double-stage anode layer thruster on
inert gases developed in TsNIIMASH were
investigated. The analysis of possible methods to
reduce discharge losses in first stage of the thruster
was a major concern throughout this program.

value.
The corresponding values of Vd for krypton (Vd 130-180V) and argon (Vd - 140-200V) are also
experimentally founded,

It was shown that by creation of a special
magnetic field configuration in the thruster channel
it is possible to provide the acceptable conditions for
using of backstreaming electrons for ion production.

The most interesting result is that the relation
between values of equivalent current density for
xenon, krypton and argon 0.2 :0.35 : 0.5 (A/sm2)
assotiated with a maximum value of thrust efficiency
are shown to be in good agreement with the values

At stationary input power from 6 up to 15 kW the
following characteristics are obtained:
for xenon - Isp - 2500 - 4250 s
at thruster efficiency ?t - 0,67 - 0,75;

calculated in previous section.

A comparison of magnetic field strenght values,
obtained during these experiments, with predicted
values is also had been made.

for krypton - Isp -2800 - 3900 s
at t - 0,54 - 0,62;

The conclusion was that when the type of

for argon - Isp - 3000 - 4400 s

propellant changes the optimal magnetic field is

at ,t - 0,32 - 0,44.
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